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TURBO FIX
The quick fi x solution 
for uneven subfl oors

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

 PRODUCT PROPERTIES

 Can be used without 
primer

 Very fi ne-grained
 Very quick drying
 Extremely fl exible
 High strength
 Smooth and easy to apply
 For universal use
 Can be feathered down 
 to zero
 Early readiness for 

covering

 SUITABLE SUBFLOORS

 Stone, ceramics, terrazzo, 
tiles

 Metal subfl oors, such as
 checker plate
 Chipboard panels 
 V100 (E1), OSB boards
 And many more...
 
 LAYER THICKNESS

 0–5 mm
 
 QUANTITY REQUIRED PER M²

 1100 g per mm
of layer thickness

 CAN BE WALKED ON AFTER: 

 Approx. 20–30 min
at 20 °C

 READY FOR COVERING AFTER:

  Approx. 0.5–1.5 hours, 
for elastic and textile 
coverings

 SHELF LIFE

  6 months

 PACKAGE SIZE

  Set = 2 x 4.5 kg paper 
bag including stirrer, 
cup and trowel in a 
STAUF measuring 
bucket

  4 x 4.5 kg paper bag

 COLOUR

  White

 EMICODE/GISCODE

  EC 1 RPLUS / ZP1
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QUICK FIX

RAPID Fast, faster, Turbo Fix. Because we know: your time 

is precious. This is why STAUF Turbo Fix can be used im-

mediately, without priming the surface fi rst. The set inclu-

des a mixing cup, so that you have everything to hand and 

can mix the required quantity quickly and easily, ready for 

use. The repair compound is extremely smooth and easy 

to spread. And it dries in next to no time too – so that you 

can continue working in no time at all. Elastic and textile 

coverings can be laid after just 30 minutes.

MULTIFACETED

UNIVERSAL A real all-rounder: STAUF Turbo 

Fix. Thanks to the wide spectrum of possible 

applications and excellent properties, almost all 

types of substrate can be evened out. The repair 

compound bonds well to a wide range of different 

materials and its particularly fi ne consistency 

allows it to be applied as a wafer-thin layer. 

Irregularities can be evened out to a tenth of a 

millimetre. STAUF Turbo Fix is used primarily for 

evening out irregularities in fi lled surfaces, repai-

ring stairs and preparing surfaces, by smoothing 

over old tiles or coverings, for example. It allows 

you to create smooth and even surfaces within a 

short space of time.

PROBLEM 
SOLVER
RELIABLE Sometimes time is of the essence: 

When small irregularities and corrugations need 

to be evened out quickly, STAUF Turbo Fix pro-

vides a quick and reliable solution. The repair 

compound is an all-round talent that is useful 

for fi lling, smoothing and evening out. Which is 

why it belongs in every fl oor layer’s “emergency 

kit” – always to hand and ready for use. More-

over, STAUF Turbo Fix is also assigned to the best 

EMICODE category: EC 1 RPLUS. This means that we 

offer you and your customers a healthy and com-

fortable living environment with indoor air that is 

clean and safe.

STAUF TURBO FIX SET
2 x 4.5 kg Turbo Fix, 

mixing cup, measuring 

bucket, trowel, stirrer 

STAUF TURBO FIX SET
2 x 4.5 kg Turbo Fix, 

mixing cup, measuring 

bucket, trowel, stirrer 

Levelling uneven 

subsurfaces

Repairing 

stairs

Preparing surfaces, 

e.g. by smoothing 

over old coverings


